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Georgia’s Recovery Guiding Principles & Values

Recovery...


Emerges from hope



Is person-driven



Is strengths based



Is age independent



Recognizes the wisdom of “lived experience”



Occurs via many pathways



Is holistic



Is supported by peers, allies, advocates, and families



Is nurtured through relationships and social networks



Is culturally based and influenced



Is anchored in wellness, addressing a person’s emotional health,
environmental well being, financial satisfaction, intellectual
creativity, occupational pursuits, physical activities, social
engagement, and spiritual health



Addresses trauma



Supports self-responsibility



Empowers communities



Is based on respect
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From the Director’s Chair

by Denise N. Forbes

HB 514
During the recent 2019 Georgia legislative session, Representative Kevin Tanner brought forward a proposed bill having
to do with a Behavioral Health Innovation and Reform Commission initiative, formally known to us as HB 514. The bill
made its way through both the Georgia House and Senate, and is now on the Governor’s desk for signature. The
commission is charged with conducting a comprehensive review of Georgia’s behavioral health system and with making
recommendations for innovation to the system.
Through our collaboration with DBHDD, the CSB of Middle Georgia has been a key safety net provider and partner in the
work that Georgia has done with regard to transforming the BH system of care for those we serve. As part of this work,
our agency has seen first-hand some of the dramatic improvements in our BH delivery system with respect to the
addition of much-needed intensive services for the rural areas that we serve.
While the General Assembly recognized the significant transformation that Georgia’s behavioral health system has
achieved during the past number of years, it also held fast that there is much work left to be done. The proposed
commission will play an important role in molding the health care environment for Georgia’s future. It could also be a
platform to provide evidence and understanding of why Georgia is able to shed the federal Department of Justice
oversight for behavioral health and developmental disabilities programming and services for our citizens. Additionally,
according to DBHDD’s Commissioner Fitzgerald, the commission would allow Georgia and her partners to adopt local
strategies for transparency and accountability. The commission will be composed of 23 members, which will include
experts across different social service systems, treatment agencies and organizations, and departments. Appointments to
the commission will be made by state officials including the Governor, Lt. Governor, Speaker, and Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court. Representation on the commission will include psychiatrists, providers, community service boards, educators, judges advocates, clinicians, and law enforcement, to name a few. The Commissioner of DBHDD and the Commissioner of DCH will serve as ex-officio members.
The commission will be charged with conducting a thorough examination of the behavioral healthcare needs, gaps, and
challenges in Georgia, as well as best practices for services. These findings will then be reported annually to the
Governor, Lt. Governor, and Speaker. It is expected that the commission will carry out its work over a number of years.
As further information is received, the CSB of Middle Georgia will make every effort to disseminate details of the
important work and results of the commission. We stand firmly with Commissioner Fitzgerald in doing whatever we can
to be a valued partner with DBHDD as a core provider. We are also firm in our commitment to stand in the gap for those
who are uninsured or underinsured and to make every effort that these individuals receive quality behavioral health care.
We believe in the importance and value of being linked with our sister CSB’s as valued providers of our safety net network in Georgia, and in the shared vision that each person should have easy access to quality care.
I hope each one of you will also share this stance as well, as we continue to position our agency for continued success in
Georgia’s behavioral healthcare delivery system.
Learn more about the purpose and scope of the commission at http://www.legis.ga.gov/legislation/en-US/
Display/20192020/HB/514
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Did You Know?
Gov. Kemp, State Leaders Announce Smartphone App for Youth in Crisis
Governor Brian P. Kemp, First Lady Marty Kemp, and state officials announced a new mobile application to support the Georgia Crisis and
Access Line (GCAL), a 24/7 hotline offering free and confidential access to services for mental illness, substance use disorders, and
intellectual and developmental disabilities.
"Traveling across the state, Marty and I have heard firsthand from parents, students, teachers, and administrators about the growing
mental health crisis in our schools and communities. That's why we're taking action to fund mental health intervention services, school
security measures, and innovative tools like the My GCAL app," stated Governor Kemp. "I applaud the hard work of Commissioner
Fitzgerald and the Department of Behavioral Health & Developmental Disabilities to build this resource for our state and lend a helping
hand to those in need."
The My GCAL app - for Apple and Android smartphones - was designed to reach Georgia’s youth in times of need, and GCAL is staffed by
caring professionals - including licensed clinicians - who are available 24/7 to address behavioral health crises, make referrals for
treatment, and dispatch mobile crisis response teams.
“Right now, Georgia's youth face tremendous pressure to 'fit in' with their peers, and it can take a severe emotional and physical toll on
their day-to-day lives," stated First Lady Marty Kemp. "As the parents of three teenage daughters, Brian and I understand that Georgia
families face this challenge every single day. We're committed to standing with them in this fight."
At today's announcement, Governor Kemp and the First Lady were joined by DBHDD Commissioner Judy Fitzgerald; State Representatives
Sharon Cooper (R - Marietta), Katie Dempsey (R - Rome), Terry Rogers (R - Clarkesville), and Kevin Tanner (R - Dawsonville); and State
Senators Chuck Hufstetler (R - Rome), Brian Strickland (R - McDonough), and Blake Tillery (R - Vidalia).
“We know that when youth may be struggling or have a friend who needs help, they are much more likely to reach out via text rather

than phone,” stated Commissioner Fitzgerald. “This app provides the same professional, confidential response as the GCAL Call Center
through a method that works for teens. We hope that it will become a lifeline for youth seeking help.”
The app enables users to receive immediate support by communicating with caring GCAL professionals via text message, chat, or phone.
While the My GCAL app is targeted at youth, GCAL is available to anyone in Georgia.
The Georgia Crisis and Access Line (GCAL) is a 24/7 behavioral health crisis call center operated by Behavioral Health Link through
funding from the Georgia Department of Behavioral Health and Developmental Disabilities. GCAL provides free and confidential
behavioral health crisis intervention and access to behavioral health services. Anyone in Georgia can call GCAL for help for themselves or
on behalf of someone else at 800-715-4225 or via the My GCAL app. Callers actively experiencing a crisis can speak with live clinicians
trained in de-escalation. When needed, GCAL can dispatch mobile crisis response teams to provide de-escalation on-site. GCAL
information specialists can also provide referrals for treatment in a caller’s area.
The Georgia Department of Behavioral Health and Developmental Disabilities (DBHDD) is the state agency that supports people with

mental health needs, substance use disorders, and intellectual and developmental disabilities. Our vision is easy access to high-quality
care that leads to a life of recovery and independence for the people we serve. Judy Fitzgerald has served as commissioner of DBHDD
since 2016.
Contact Information:
Cody Hall, Press Secretary cody.hall@georgia.gov
https://gov.georgia.gov/press-releases/2019-02-15/gov-kemp-state-leaders-announce-smartphone-app-youth-crisis
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The potential of experiencing severe weather, including tornadoes, across the Southeastern United States ramps up in February -peaking in April. Take the time to prepare NOW and remind your friends and family about the importance of having a severe weather
safety plan! Additional information can be found on Severe Weather Preparedness Week web page.
Flood Safety – Friday, February 8


Nearly half of all flood-related deaths occur when people drive into flood waters and their vehicle is swept away. It only takes two
feet of water to sweep away a vehicle.



Protect your important documents from flooding by making copies and placing them in a waterproof container, like a plastic bag.

For more information on how to prepare for flooding, go to Ready Georgia at http://ready.ga.gov/be-informed/floods-and-flash-floods/.

New Opportunity for CSBMG Dublin Division’s I/DD Programs
The Community Service Board of Middle Georgia’s Intellectual/ Developmental Disabilities Department in the Dublin Division announced
the I/DD Ambassador Program! This program is designed to allow our individuals to welcome guests to our centers, to tell their story
about their own personal life experiences and involvement at their respective program sites, and to allow them to be engaged with our
visitors and other staff. The Ambassadors will serve as tour guides in Dodge, Laurens, Montgomery Pulaski and Treutlen Counties; and
will provide our guest/stakeholders a personal opportunity to see our individuals for their ABILITIES and not their disabilities.
The idea of developing the Ambassador Program for the Dublin Division came from talking with Jerel and Wanda at Jefferson County
Service Center last July 2018. It was such a pleasure to meet them and talk with them. They were valued by their peers and staff, and a
valuable part of the Jefferson County Service Center team. They made a great impression on all of us on the tour with their knowledge
about the agency, center, and history of services. This was a major take-away from our visits on the road touring the Ogeechee Division

sites, and one that we marked for implementation on the Dublin Division side.
The I/DD Ambassadors for the Dublin Division will share with guest/stakeholders about lived experiences, family engagement
opportunities, sporting events and other community and civic activities that our individuals participate in; as well as examples of some of
the valuable training and work experiences they been a part of in the communities we serve. As plans move forward, we will be
introducing our Ambassadors to you during personal visits as well as through our Perspective; so stay tuned. Great things are happening
with our Dublin Division I/DD programs, and we want everyone to be a part of it!

News Article and videos on 13MAZ website highlights RISEUP and SOAR Clubhouse
Go to https://www.13wmaz.com/mobile/article/news/local/dublin/rise-up-peer-driven-addiction-support-center-opens-in-dublin/93-656c07b719ac-4243-af13-42ccee925daf to view article and video by 13MAZ’s Wanya Reese on RiseUp.
Go to https://www.13wmaz.com/video/news/health/dublin-clubhouse-helps-kids-with-behavioral-issues/93-5869bc94-abdc-4ead-b6b2-0013f5791f2f?
jwsource=em to view video on the SOAR Clubhouse
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CSB Connection
Ribbon cutting at the Dublin City Schools to support Pam Otts, an active LOCC member
helping to address homelessness through her non-profit, Widows Oil Ministry.
Widows Oil Ministry gave $20,000 towards the school’s project of building tiny houses. The
tiny houses will be placed within the Dublin area to help those who are homeless. The State
Superintendent of Schools was present and said that Dublin is the only place in Georgia
approaching the homeless challenge in such manner. We also had multiple members of our
LOCC in attendance: The I’m in Crew, Widows Oil Ministry, ABC Clinic, and Renia Hullander
of CSBMG.

Mikahalia’s door for Black History Month in
B1 Dublin Div.

Denise Forbes, Dr. Angela Stanley, and Renia
Hullander at Voices of Hope SPC-DL meeting
on 2/26/19

Back to Beginnings...Picture of Linda Dominy,
one of the CSB of Middle Georgia's first staff
members, and our long-serving HR Manager.
Linda is still much loved by our agency .
Thanks to Rick Tyson for picture.
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Dublin Division

Melisa Tomerlin completed her CARES
training in February.

Meet Chadwin Hutcheson
Chadwin Hutcheson has worked for CSBMG for 3 years, during which
time she has carried many job titles and worn multiple hats on a daily
basis. Chadwin is currently the Intake/Access Coordinator and the
Therapy Unit Supervisor, which means she supervises Access, intakes,
and therapy. She helps find placement for emergencies, and she also
helps to integrate clients into services. Although Chadwin initially
wanted to be a professional golfer, she became interested in this type
work while in college majoring in Psychology. Chadwin graduated from
Dublin High School and we are certainly glad that she decided to come
back to her hometown to work with CSBMG! On a personal note, she
enjoys collecting Marvel and DC figures. If you see Chadwin, thank her
and her teams for a job well done!
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Melissa with George Braucht

Ogeechee Division

Dr. Rowland Visits the Capitol
Chairman Matt Hatchett
recognized Dr. J. Roy Rowland for
his service to community, state,
and country on February 13, 2019
at the Georgia Capitol, state House
of Representatives. CSBMG staff
members Denise Forbes, Amy
Tribble and Board Chair Judi Davis
were also in attendance for this
recognition as well as for CSB Day
at the Capitol!
“It was an honor to recognize Dr. J.
Roy Rowland for his outstanding
life accomplishments at the State
Capitol last Wednesday. Dr.
Rowland graduated from
Wrightsville High School in 1943,
and served in the United States
Army as a sergeant during WWII.
After his service in the Army, Dr.
Rowland obtained his Medical
Degree and became a physician—
practicing for 30 years. Dr.
Rowland served as a
Representative in both the Georgia
House and the United States House
of Representatives. Dr. Rowland
has served our country, our state,
and our community with
unwavering dedication. He is an
inspiration to me, and I am proud
to call him a mentor and friend.”
—Rep. Matt Hatchett
To watch the morning order
honoring Dr. Rowland please use
this address:
https://bit.ly/2NfQgzM.

Meet Wendy Felix
Acting out roles from the Dallas TV Show as a young child, Wendy Felix just knew that
she was going to be famous! Her mother passed at a young age and she was raised by
her grandmother, who also needed Wendy to take care of her through many illnesses
and old age. By doing so, Wendy Felix learned that she had a passion for taking care of
and helping others , and a desire to work in the medical field .
Graduating from Jenkins County High School, she attended Augusta State College and
Swainsboro Technical College, graduating with a diploma in Business and Office
Technology and her CNA. Since her husband’s passing almost 8 years ago, Wendy
refocused on her life goals. She graduated from Southeastern Technical College with a
nursing degree. She has 3 children and an 18-month old granddaughter. Aside from
work, she loves to shop, travel, sing, and spend time with her family.
Wendy has worked as a clinic nurse in Burke County and in Emanuel County. Her
current title is Infection Control Nurse/Communicable Disease Specialist. She does
everything from the employee’s TB and Hep B Programs, ensuring compliance with the
SSAM and the training for SSAM, coordinating the HIV program, buying medical
supplies and distributing them, CPR/First Aid Instructor, and whatever else each clinic
on the Ogeechee side may need on a daily basis. During the interview Wendy stated,
“I have wonderful coworkers who have become like family and I find my job very
rewarding. Having worked in Mental Health before but in a different capacity, it is
refreshing to see that the work we do makes a difference, and rewarding to see
tangible evidence of recovery every day. We are such a great resource to the
communities we serve, and I am honored to be a part of that. I have seen many
individuals come through our clinic— those who suffer from a mental illness or with a
substance abuse problem, with no job, and no hope for the future. It is gratifying to
later see those same individuals actively recovering and happy, who are gainfully
employed at businesses in our community, doing well on their meds, and who have a
new optimism and outlook on life.”
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Community Corner

Team members out in the community

“A Night To Shine” put on by Treutlen Service Center

CSB’s own Xandra on the red carpet at Treutlen
SC’s “A Night To Shine” Prom

Kings of the Prom
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RISEUP at the Capitol

RISEUP staff attended Addiction Awareness Day in Atlanta

Cynthia Simpson shared her personal experience in a
domestic violence marriage and how she managed to
find strength to find peace
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MY SUCCESS STORY

Jefferson County Service Center’s Ambassadors
Jefferson County Service Center believes in giving their individuals a voice in all aspects of life. In doing so, two
individuals at the center were given the opportunity to explore their skills in public relations. They were chosen to
represent the center as ambassadors. Each one has a specific responsibility that best suits their area of expertise.
Our lady ambassador is Wanda Brooks. She is what one would call the resident historian for the center. Over the
years, Ms. Brooks has gained a wealth of knowledge about everyone and everything related to Jefferson County
Service Center. She has a passion for meeting people and learning about their lives. She also loves being able to share
her knowledge with others. Her enthusiasm about her love for the center shows through during her conversations.
When asked why she liked sharing stories about the center and its history, Ms. Brooks said “I’ve been coming her since
1973. I just love it!”

Jerel Hill is our gentleman ambassador. He is a very social young man with a radiant smile. He loves visiting with all
staff and individuals during his days at the center. He has a driven desire to know which center activities are going on
at all times. Mr. Hill strives to always prepare ahead of time for any type of activity. He is outgoing and enthusiastic at
all times. When asked why he liked sharing his knowledge about the center, Mr. Hill said “I love coming to the center
and spending time with my friends. I like working. I want people to know what we do at the center.”
Center visitors have expressed how informative and pleasant each ambassador are during their visit to Jefferson
County. Their ability to share the history and services provided by the center is amazing. Their love for the center is
evident by their continued efforts to learn and share their knowledge with others. The staff of Jefferson County Service
Center are very blessed to know and serve alongside these two individuals.

-Teresa Irby, Director, Jefferson County Service Center
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What’s Happening at Independence House?

—by Laurie Peavy, Cindy Simpson, &
Tillenne Sammons

During the month of September, 2018, I visited the County Extension Office of the UGA here in Dublin. During this visit I met
Susan L. Moore, the area agent for the Expanded Food and Nutrition Program. Since our fortuitous meeting, we have
become fast friends. I went to order a book on canning foods, but came away with an abundance of shared knowledge.
Susan has since visited with our Day Services at Independence House four times speaking on such subjects as what the
Extension Office has to offer in general, such as Understanding Food Labels, Diabetes and Foot care, High Blood Pressure –
the Silent Killer, and Food Safety. She is scheduled for Coupon 101/Budgeting and Green Cleaning in the near future. She has
left beneficial handouts, as well as answered a volume of questions from both individuals and staff. Also, Mr. Raymond
Joyce, the Agricultural Agent is available for meetings about outside yard and gardening information. Eryn Parker is the 4H
Agent who works with the youth and can add input for them. To date, Ms. Moore has not disappointed in her talks and

shared knowledge. She is warm and engaging in her presence and speech. We look forward to her upcoming visits and more
to come.

Independence House recognized Black History during
the month of February. We watched clips of the
documentary "March To Freedom," the chronicle of a
struggle 400 years in the making. We also provided
group material geared towards cultural diversities.
We displayed art in an act of celebrating generations

At Independence House, Mr. Alvin Mooreman, Fleet

of people that have a made a difference and took a

Coordinator, recently saw the need for a concrete slab to be

stand. Everyone was eager to learn!

poured so that our car wash unit could do a better job of
entering and cleaning the vehicles. On pretty days when the sun

is out and not too cool we are staying busy! Our individuals
really enjoy the skill building and the opportunity to earn an
income. Staff member Clarinda Bell has recently taken over our
Supported Employment Program and is doing a wonderful job
of supervising our workers and organizing our supplies. Clarinda
is so hands on that when you drive by – you might just see her
out there helping the guys wash a car or two! CPS Al Arrington
also lends a hand in helping our guys stay on task. Washing the
state vehicles and personal vehicles gives our individuals a
chance to earn hours and an income that might help purchase
their meds or buy personal items. We thank you for the past
business and the future business! Keep them cars rolling in!
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On Friday February 08, 2019 Lynelle Smith departed this life. As her brother stated in
her Home Going Celebration, she was gone in a twinkling of an eye. One minute she
was standing beside him; the next she was gone. Lynelle was born September 13,
1971 . She began working at the CSB in September 2018 and She was an employee at
the Soperton Male Home in Treutlen County. She was a master in the kitchen and
loved to cook for the individuals. She was survived by 2 daughters and 2
grandchildren. She is heavily missed by the individuals she served as well and by
family and friends.
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Traveling Around...

ATL on 2 14 19 for DBHDD Board
meeting where Marnie Braswell
presented on the CSBMG APEX
program

Commissioner Fitzgerald speaks to CSB Association in February 2019
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Coming Up Next...
Be sure to mark your calendars
with these upcoming CSBMG
events!



Reminder: Please wear your name badges during work hours, on and off-site,
while on CSBMG business. Also, make sure the badge is visible. This is not only
for identification purposes, but also for safety measures. Thanks!



Ogeechee Division staff are to no longer use the old OBHS Policies and
Procedures icon; the CSBMG-OAP icon is to be used. If you still have the old
icon or do not have the new icon, please contact Shannon Boula.



All managers and supervisors: OAP 90-10 CSBMG Exit Interview & Deactivation
Process: BE AWARE OF THIS PROCESS & THE USE OF THIS FORM AND REVIEW
WITH PROGRAM SUPERVISORS/MANAGERS/PROGRAM SUPPORT STAFF. The
email HR@csbmg.com is active and should be used. It sends this form to the
parties that NEED TO KNOW and prevents having to send multiple emails –
PLEASE USE THE FORM AND THE EMAIL AS INDICATED.



Please respect designated handicap parking spaces for those who have
handicap tags or a valid placard. We have a very limited number of handicap

Feb 7— National Black HIV/AIDS
Awareness Day
Feb 8—Mental Health Day at the
Capital, Atlanta
Feb 13— GACSB Day at the
Capital, Atlanta
Feb 14—Valentine’s Day
Feb 15— BH section meeting,
River Edge, Macon
Feb 20—LOCC meeting, B4, Dublin
Feb 26— Voices of Hope Suicide
Prevention Coalition meeting,
B5, Dublin
Mar 8— Central Ga CSBs and Area
Agencies on Aging meeting,
River Edge, Macon
International Women's Day
March 8 - #BalanceforBetter

spaces and using these spaces prevents employees with ambulatory/mobility/
health issues from having access. You may be asked to move your vehicle if
necessary. If you are driving a state vehicle—cars, vans, etc-- with handicap
tags, park in handicap spaces only when there is an individual with ambulatory
issues in the vehicle with you at that time. This applies to parking anywhere-- at
one of our locations as well as off-site (at Wal-Mart for example). If you have
any questions concerning this reminder, please contact Amy Tribble or Alvin
Moorman.

Please send all submissions for the newsletter to the IT Dept. nsnyder@csbmg.com

One Final Thought…..

